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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Deputy upgraded,
hearing date set
By AMY THON
Staff editor
Coles County Sheriff ’s
Deputy Bob Butler has been
upgraded to serious condition at
Carle Foundation Hospital in
Urbana after police say he was
most likely shot inside his police
car.
Michael L. Jenkins, 27, of
Mattoon, allegedly pulled his
gun on Butler Wednesday night
while they were driving near the
Coles County Detention Center,
said Lt. Rick Fisher, chief of
detectives for the Charleston
Police Department. Butler was
driving Jenkins into town after
respondingto a phone call
reporting a hitchhiker on South
Fourth Street.

Jenkins allegedly told Butler
to pull over and then shot him
and fled on foot with two
weapons – his .32 caliber
revolver and Butler’s gun, Fisher
said.
The incident took place at
about 8:15 p.m. in the 600 block
of Jefferson Avenue. Fisher said
it has not been determined where
Butler was hit with the bullet.
Police also say Jenkins
admitted to shooting Butler,
robbing the banks and robbing a
gas station, along with other
crimes.
“He admitted to pretty much
everything,” Fisher said.
Jenkins was arrested at about
3 a.m. Thursday after police
scoured the Charleston area for
See HEARING page 2
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Head over heels
Rob Martin, a junior biological sciences major, does back bend for exercise, while Jennifer Weed, a sophomore
nutrition major reads a book for a pleasure Monday afternoon in the south quad.

Two suspects plead innocent in wrestler beating
By JAIME HODGE
and NICOLE MEINHIET
Staff editors
The two men accused of the
mid-March attack on five
Eastern students pleaded
innocent Monday during their
preliminary hearing.
Arthur Dixon, 23, of
Mattoon,
and
Fernando
Gonzalez, 21, of 107 Ninth St.,

are charged with aggravated
battery for their involvement in
an attack at 1:10 a.m. Feb. 20
outside Mother’s Bar, at 506
Monroe Ave.
Five students were injured in
the attack: Paul Lechtenberg, a
junior physical education major
and heavyweight wrestler; Jason
Christeson, a freshman physical
education major and wrestler in
the 177-190 weight class; Rob

Serio, a senior physical
education major; Jonathan
Ryan, a junior sociology major;
and Michael DeMarco. The
students were attacked with at
least one tire iron.
Judge Ashton Waller found
probable cause to keep Dixon
and Gonzalez in custody. A
pretrial hearing also was set for
1 p.m. July 27 in Courtroom 3
of
the
Coles
County

Courthouse.
Dixon was arrested at 10:30
a.m. March 4 for his alleged
involvement in the attack.
Dixon’s bond was set at
$30,000, of which $3,000 must
be posted to be released on bail.
Gonzalez was charged for his
involvement on March 12 after a
warrant was issued for his arrest
and he turned himself in.
If Dixon and Gonzalez are

found guilty of aggravated
battery, which is a Class III
felony, they could each serve
two to five years in jail.
Lechtenberg, who suffered
the most injuries during the
attack, is undergoing therapy at
MarianJoy Hospital in Wheaton.
Lechtenberg was previously
hospitalized at Carle Foundation
Hospital, but was released to be
treated closer to home.

Union looks for 12 percent pay increase
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Administration editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

High Sticking
Mike O’Connor, a sophomore pre-business major, practices
lacrosse Monday afternoon in the South Quad.

Eastern’s American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees
Local
981
clerical/technical unit refused the
most recent contract proposal
offered by Eastern’s negotiating
team because their average wage
rates would increase enough to equal
those of other state university civil
system service workers, said Rick
Prince, staff representative for
AFSCME Council 31.
The university’s offer, which
amounts to a wage increase for
union members of more than 8
percent over a two-year period
effective July 1, was voted down by
union membership on March 24.
The State University Civil
Service System comparison
(SUCSS) puts Eastern’s clerical and
technical workers 12 percent below
the average wages for Illinois’
university civil service workers,
Prince said.
“Virtually everybody in the
classifications are below the SUCSS
average,” Prince said.
The union would like to address a
12 percent increase, “at least for a

short-term resolution,” he said. “To
look at a long-term (solution), we
would have to look at the state
parity.”
Research
done
by
the
membership shows Eastern clerical
and technical workers are making 54
percent below state counterparts,
Prince said.
To make up for this percentage it
would take “a lot of money,” he said.
“And we don’t want to break the
university.”
Prince said that state employees
are paid more because they have
been negotiating longer.
He also said the union is willing
to talk with the university about
other proposals but they “haven’t
seen anything from (the university’s)
side.”
Prince said the membership also
“found out that the university has
more than enough funds” in reserve
to pay the workers but the university
told the membership that they didn’t
know how the money got there or
who can get it out.
Teresa Sims, account technician,
said the membership was aware of
about $200,000 in reserve and they
were told by the university that it
was for emergencies only.

“They don’t know who put (the
funds) there, they don’t know who
can get it out and they said we can’t
have it anyway,” said Jean Liggett,
office systems specialist.
Shelly Flock, director of media
relations, stated in an e-mail that: “It
is simply not true that the university
told the union that we didn’t know
how much money got into the
reserve account.”
Flock also stated that it was
explained to the membership that the
money was in a reserve account and
it is to be used for situations of “dire
need” at Eastern – such as
emergencies – and it was not to be
used for wage increases.
“We also explained that in
addition to being set aside in a
reserve account for emergencies, that
this money was available only one
year – that is not renewable for the
next fiscal year,” she stated.
Prince said another problem the
membership has is the schools that
Eastern chose to compare wages
with. The three schools are: Western
Illinois University, Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale and Illinois
State University.
“The university is trying to use
See CONTRACT page 2
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Bike stolen, student
arrested
Police
BLOTTER

Nick Marcellaio, 21, of
233 Sigma Chi, reported his
Trek Mountain 10-speed
bicycle stolen on charges of
theft, a police report stated.
The incident occurred
between 10 p.m. Saturday
and 12 a.m. Sunday at the
bicycle rack under the overhead walkway of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union, according to a police
report.
The bicycle was secured to
the bicycle rack by a cable
lock combination, a police
report stated.
The bicycle’s value is estimated at $460.
In other campus and city
news:
■ Scott Robinson, 34, of 31
Circle Drive, was arrested at

HEARING

11:25 p.m. March 28 in the
500 block of Jackson Avenue
for driving under the influence of alcohol, according to
a police report.
■ Lawrence Stolinski, 19, of
1627 Seventh St. was cited at
12:11 a.m. Sunday at his residence for purchase or acceptance of alcohol by a minor,
and the gift or sale of alcohol
to a minor, according to a
police report.
■ Jonathon Smith, 18, of 863
Carman Hall, was cited at
11:23 p.m. Sunday at 1666
Fourth St. for the purchase
and acceptance of alcohol by
a minor and a minor frequenting a licensed establishment, according to a police
report.

continued from page one

almost seven hours.
Jenkins is scheduled to appear
at 9 a.m. Tuesday in Coles County
Circuit Court. He is currently
being held on $350,000 bond, of
which $35,000 must be posted for
bail.
Jenkins also was allegedly
involved in a Lerna bank robbery
that occurred Wednesday and a
bank robbery in Mattoon on
March 24.
On Friday, Circuit Judge
Ashton Waller ordered Jenkins to

remain in police custody. He was
previously being held on a warrant issued for aggravated robbery
of a Mattoon convenience store
that occurred March 2. He was
cited on March 3 for the March 2
crime. Jenkins allegedly robbed a
Kwick Mart Amoco Station and
took an undisclosed amount of
U.S. currency and two packs of
Marlboro cigarettes. He said he
had a firearm and threatened
imminent use of the firearm, a
police report stated.

Boating accident leaves
father in fair condition
CREAL SPRINGS, Ill. (AP) A Dexter, Mo., man whose son
was killed in a weekend boating
accident on Lake of Egypt
remained hospitalized Monday.
Robert Maddox, 47, was driving one of two boats that collided at 1:26 p.m. Sunday. The
accident killed 14-year-old
Robbie Maddox and seriously
injured a family friend, James
Lawson, 56.
Witnesses said it appeared
neither boater saw the other
before their crafts collided near

a marina.
A Lake of Egypt fire captain
said it appeared one of the boats
ran over the other, but Illinois
Conservation Police had not
completed their investigation
Monday.
Maddox was in fair condition
and Lawson in serious condition
at Southeast Medical Center in
Cape Girardeau, Mo., a hospital
spokeswoman said. The accident occurred while the lake was
crowded with boaters participating in a fishing tournament.
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Energy Secretary resigns
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Energy
Secretary Federico Pena, the only
Hispanic in the Cabinet,
announced his resignation
Monday, saying he will leave the
administration at the end of June
to be closer to his family.
Pena’s departure had been
expected sometime this year. After
four years as transportation secretary, Pena took the energy post
reluctantly as President Clinton’s
second term began.
Clinton praised Pena for his
“invaluable service” over more
than five years in two Cabinet
posts and said Pena had “provided
much of the analysis that gave me
the confidence’’ to press ahead on
a global warming policy “without
harming the economy.”
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said the president
“understood exactly” Pena’s stated
desire to depart the Cabinet
for family reasons.
McCurry said Clinton will “cast
a wide net” for a replacement.
The most likely successor to
Pena, however, is Elizabeth Moler,
the department’s deputy secretary,
who had been close to getting the
top spot 15 months ago. Pena, 51,
told a news conference he was
departing for “personal and family
reasons” and wanted to spend
more time with his wife and three
small children. He said he
informed Clinton over the week-

end.
A former two-term mayor of
Denver, Pena declined to discuss
future plans except to say he
would not seek elected office. It
has been known that Pena, formerly a lawyer in private practice in
Denver, has wanted to return to the
private sector for financial
reasons. As energy secretary, he
earned $148,400 a year.
Noting he has been in the
Cabinet since 1993, Pena said,
“The time is now right” for him
and his wife, Ellen, to focus on
their children’s future.
“In the end, we all have to make
decisions about our
families,” Pena said as 9-monthold son Ryan Federico crawled
nearby and daughters Cristina, 6,
and Nellia, 7, worked on coloring
books in the front row.
Pena took over the Energy
Department when there was pressure in Congress to dismantle the
agency and after his predecessor,
Hazel O’Leary, drew intense congressional criticism over her foreign travels.
Attacks on the department subsided during Pena’s tenure,
although he has been key in crafting strategies to promote new technology and energy efficiency to
support the president’s
controversial global warming policy.
Clinton noted Pena’s role on

CONTRACT
three universities that don’t have
any meaning,” Prince said. “If
there is any place that will draw
people away (because of wages)
it’s going to be (the University of
Illinois at Champaign/Urbana).”
Flock stated that Eastern does
not tend to lose employees to
Illinois.
“So, it is not a matter of market wage rate competition with U
of I,” she stated. “Eastern’s competition for labor is other
employers in Coles County and
the surrounding area.”
Prince also said that Illinois
State University is using the
Illinois as their only comparator
and Illinois is using state
employees as their comparator.
Flock said that the three
schools Eastern chose to compare wages with were chosen
because of various factors that
made them more “comparable”
to Eastern.
“They are downstate schools,
out of the higher cost of living
areas near Chicago, their budgets, at least regarding the fund-

continued from page one

The university is trying to use three universities that don’t
have any meaning,”

“

- Rick Prince,
staff representative for
AFSCME Council 31

ing per student basis, are comparable to EIU, and the classifications and duties of their employees are more comparable to those
at EIU,” Flock said.
A document listing AFSCME
salary comparison of all classifications of Eastern employees
versus the average wages of
employees at Western Illinois
University, Illinois State
University and Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
employees shows that in 1997:
■ Eastern’s one broadcast engineer’s average wage rate was
$14.42 per hour and the average

Asst. night editor.......................................Drew Granger
Asst. night editor....................................Christine Bacon
Copy desk ...........................Deana Poole, Justin Kmitch

of the three other universities
was $19.46 per hour.
■ Eastern’s two library technician assistants (I) earned $9.31
per hour and the average of the
three other universities was
$9.38 per hour.
■ Eastern’s one telephone operator earned $13.03 per hour and
the average of the three other
universities was $12.01 per hour.
Flock also said that Illinois is
the “flagship university” of the
state of Illinois.
“U of I has a much greater
budget, a much larger enrollment, many more academic programs and greater diversity of
classification and duties than
EIU,” Flock stated. “Essentially,
U of I has much greater
resources to pay wages and
salaries than EIU.”
Prince said that the membership is scheduled to meet with
Student Senate Speaker Doug
Stepansky and senate member
Keith Consentino at 9:30 p.m.
Monday to inform the student
body of the situation.
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global warming, saying the DOE
under Pena’s leadership “provided
much of the analysis that gave
me the confidence that we can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
without harming the economy.”
Considered a quick learner with
good management skills, Pena had
no energy experience when he
came to the department. In fact, it
was widely acknowledged that he
was a last-minute selection
because Clinton wanted a
Hispanic in his second-term
Cabinet. Pena had already put his
Washington house up for sale
when approached for the energy
post, and says he had planned to
return to Denver.
His time at the Energy
Department has been largely without controversy.
Aware of the uproar over
O’Leary’s elaborate travels
abroad, he sought a lower profile,
taking minimal staff on trips overseas.
And he was careful in his pronouncements, remembering the
criticism - and embarrassment over his remarks after the May
1996 Valujet crash in Florida.
Pena, then transportation secretary, went to the crash scene
immediately and declared Valujet
safe to fly. A few weeks later, the
Federal Aviation Administration,
citing numerous safety violations,
grounded the company.

Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

College Pro Painters

is now hiring painters

& job site managers
for the summer.
No experience necessary.
Work in your home town.

$6-$10 a hour
Call 1-888-CPP-97US
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BOT hires executive search firm UB awaits Carrot Top’s
Firm to assist
university in
search for new
president
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Assoc. news editor
Eastern’s Board of Trustees has
hired an executive search firm to
assist the university in its search for
its ninth president.
Hiedrick and Struggles of
Washington D.C. will help the university with the identification of
potential candidates for the presidential position and will take the
place of an on-campus search committee, said BOT Chair Susan
Gilpin.
“Hiedrick and Struggles is one
of the premier search firms in the
field,” Gilpin said. “They have

many years of experience behind
them and we believe they can help
us do the best job possible.”
Gilpin said the BOT was
impressed with Hiedrick and
Struggle’s references.
“(The BOT) checked them out
thoroughly and they have some
outstanding references,” she said.
“Chicago State just recently used
them to head up a presidential
search for them too.”
The firm’s duties also will
include holding a day-long forum
to get campus feedback, helping to
craft job descriptions and performing reference checks, but the
biggest responsibility is to identify
any new candidates, Gilpin said.
At the Jan. 26 BOT meeting,
Gilpin appointed an 11-member
presidential search committee. The
committee will consist of: three
trustees, Gilpin, Nate Anderson,
and Mack Hollowell; three faculty
members; two students; and one
representative each from staff,

“

Hiedrick and Struggles
is one of the premier
search firms in the field. They
have many years experience
behind them and we believe
they can help us do the best
job possible.
-Susan Gilpin,
Chair of the Board of
Trustees
alumni and administration.
The committee will assist
Hiedrick and Struggles in the selection process.
This is the first time in Eastern’s
history that a firm has been hired to
search for a president. Eastern’s
current president, David Jorns, is
scheduled to retire in July 1999.

approval of contract
By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
A May 2 performance by
comedian Carrot Top, awaits final
approval from the University
Board.
Carrot Top’s agency has
reviewed the spring concert contract proposal and the University
Board should receive it today.
Edie Stump, UB concert coordinator, said the agency has
reviewed the contract and the performance details still awaits the
UB’s final approval.
If any changes were made by
Carrot Top’s agency, they will
have to be discussed within the
UB. Dave Milberg, director of student life, said he thought the contract was mailed Friday, but it had
not been received as of Monday.

Milberg would not disclose
how much money the UB offered
Carrot Top.
Tickets will go on sale for students with a valid I.D. on April 13
and will cost $10. Tickets for the
general public will go on sale
April 15 and cost $15. They can
be purchased at the ticket box
office in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Stump said students must present their I.D.s at the concert, she
said, because “it makes it fair for
Eastern students.”
She said anyone who is interested in volunteering as an usher
or a member of the stage crew will
be paid. She also said any local or
small bands that are interested in
performing for the fall semester
can contact the Student Life Office
at 581-5117.

Campus remembers Andrea Will
By SONYA HARRIS
Staff Writer

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Basking in the sun
Kristen Hayek, a sophomore journalism major, leans on a tree to take
a sun bath at the campus pond. Charleston reached 68 degrees
Monday, but showers are expected to spoil the nice weather today.

Corrections
In Monday’s edition of The
Daily Eastern News Sara DeLaere
was misidentified in a photo caption.
In another article, Sandy Miller

was identified as a member of the
Phi Eta Sigma honor society. She
is a member of Phi Sigma Pi, a
coed national honors fraternity.
The News regrets the errors.

Spring Informational
Party
Est.

Delta Zeta

Students and faculty will turn to
literature tonight to help deal with
feelings of grief caused by the
strangulation death of an Eastern
student.
The Andrea Will Memorial
Poetry Reading will be held at 7
p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center.
Students and faculty members
will read original writings along
with previously published works
by renowned authors in remembrance.
Debra Valentino, a professor of
English, will lead the event
because of the behavior of her students following Andrea Will’s
death, an 18-year-old Eastern student from Batavia, who died from
strangulation in February.
Valentino began preparations
for the poetry reading the week of
Valentine’s Day, as soon as the
tragic information hit. She said
they were looking for a positive
outreach for the community and
the student body.
The purpose of the poetry reading is to accomplish some of the
same things writing does – to provide an opportunity to give form to

a senseless thing, and to help
channel dark feelings into something positive, Valentino said.
“The community was in shock,
and my students were visibly
upset; some were distraught,”
Valentino said. “Students who
were Andrea’s friends and sorority
sisters were listless and could not
concentrate; some were openly
weeping in class. It was obvious
that her death was something they
needed to talk about.”
Valentino’s freshmen in her
English 1001 classes helped with
the decision-makings and plans.
She also said they were able to
plan this in addition to keeping up
with their class work.
“To many college freshmen,
death is unimaginable,” she said.
“They are not old enough to have
had much experience with it, especially when the deceased is nearly
their own age.”
She said since the announcement of the reading, students have
been involved all the way through.
“Most of the students and faculty did not know Will personally,
but we all wanted to do it for her
family,” Valentino said. “Mostly to
show respect.”
She noticed the tensions that
aroused between the sexes because

“Anxious”. This workshop will inform you of
different kinds of anxiety and how to handle the
feelings and physical symptoms that often
accompany anxiety.
Linda Anderson, M.S., Counseling Center
Wednesday, April 8, 1998 12:00 noon
Kansas Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by The Counseling Center

Sorority
1902

JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB

April 7, 1998
6:30 to 8:30 pm
At the DZ House on
Greek Court
For rides or information call
Sarah 345-9142 or Diane 348-6533

L 14” Pizza
A
I

C
E
P

S

single topping
$6.00

corner of 4th and Lincoln

345-2844

of the incident and she wanted to
do something to diffuse the anger.
She said the poetry reading is a
way for both sexes to come together in a positive way.
She hopes the students will
know there are positive ways of
managing unpleasant feelings.
“For centuries, poets have used
language as a means of expressing
and coming to understand human
nature,” Valentino said. “Art and
writing can be used to uncover and
discover what one thinks and
feels; specifically, art can be
cathartic and can bring order to
disorder.”
No one has ever held a poetry
reading to commemorate the students who have passed while
attending Eastern. Will is one of
several Eastern students and recent
graduates who have died during
the 1997-98 school year.
“Right away students engaged
in an active exchange of ideas and
went to work researching possibilities for poems that might be
read,” Valentino said.
She also said there was tremendous community support. “The
support was amazing and wonderful,” she said.
The poetry reading is free and
open to the public.
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Crime statistics hidden to lure students
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Faculty Senate had
impressive voter
turnout in elections
C

ongratulations to the 230 faculty members
who voted in the March 25-26 faculty elections.
More than 50 percent of the 459 eligible faculty
members turned out to fulfill their “civic duty” by
voting producing the best voter turnout in recent
years.
Booth Library, the English department and the
department of secondary
education all had 100 percent of their eligible faculty vote.
Unfortunately, voter
apathy in some departments was just as large as
the turnout in others since vote totals were divided
by department.
When an election is held to place faculty members in positions of power throughout the campus,
every department should have every eligible member voting.
Surely there are more than 230 faculty members on Eastern’s campus that recognize the
importance of the Faculty Senate, Council on
Academic Affairs and the Council on University
Planning and Budget.
The Faculty Senate is made up of 15 faculty
members. These are the elected representatives
and the faculties voice on campus. The senate has
recently been involved in such issues as the development of the new department of biological sciences and selecting faculty members to be a part
of the presidential search committee.
Every available faculty member should have
voted and applied for all open positions on the
Council of Academic Affairs. They have been
involved in heavy discussions regarding a topic
that involves almost everyone at Eastern: the curriculum of the integrated core and its improvement.
The Council on University Planning and
Budget is often responsible for passing recommendations and sending them to the General Assembly
and deciding which departments will receive any
available money.
All faculty members that voted should be proud
of their accomplishment of contributing to the betterment of the university, regardless of their reason
for voting.
The high voter turnout rate will help in better
representing all faculty, which should be the goal
of all the committees.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

The health of nations is more
important than the wealth of
nations.
–Will Durant
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

U

niversities need money. At
Eastern the lack of funding
is perennially excuse to increase
student fees.
Other than raising fees, universities must attract more students
to pay for the increasing costs of
higher education. Universities
must sell themselves to prospec- MATT ADRIAN
tive students. The sales pitch Regular columnist
includes everything from academic programs to computers in
the residence halls.
Included in the mix is campus safety. The contemporary
wisdom is that a campus with a high rate of robbery and
assault will have a hard time attracting students.
More importantly is the student’s parents. Parents don’t
want their children to be scared of things that go bump in
the night . These fears were supposed to be alleviated in
adolescence, and not be continued at the nation’s centers
of knowledge. So, every campus bills itself as the safest.
The main tool universities use are yearly crime statistic
reports. While not all universities are not required to keep
statistics, some do and do it badly.
Currently, the U.S. House of Representatives is looking
at changing the way universities collect crime statistics.
Originally, the legislation was contained in the Accuracy
in Campus Crime Reporting Act. The legislation would
amend the parts of the 1965 Higher Education Bill dealing
with reporting campus crime. ACCRA has since been
adopted into the 1998 Higher Education Act, which continues much of the legislation in the 1965 bill.
So how does ACCRA make administrators report campus crime accurately? Basically, if a university doesn’t
report statistics properly it gets hit in the pocketbook. It
also holds more officials accountable for reporting the
statistics.
On another front, the legislation would also change the
definition of private information. Currently, many universities hide campus crime and judicial board hearings behind
the Buckley Amendment.
The abuses have shown that higher education is more
concerned with image and enrollment numbers than vic-

Students encouraged
to speak out about
“Student is...” poster
To the editor,
The current debate over the
“Student is...” poster has brought on
much discussion and this is positive.
Healthy and vigorous debate is a
vital part of a college education.
However, it is my opinion that
something has been lost in the midst
of this debate. While writing arguments in support of one side or
another, the people who have written on this topic spend most of their
time quoting or otherwise citing
other figures who have previously
spoken on the issue of the
faculty/student relationship. This is
representative of how all debates are
handled today in higher education.
The premise of most arguments
h e a r d .

E - m a i l

timized students.
Jakobsen discovered
“Students go to theMargaret
problems with campus crime
college to
statistics
while attending
learn. Students Moorhead State University in
Moorhead, Minnesota.
don’t go to
In testimony given before a
house committee on the subject
college to be
of campus crime reports, she
attacked
retold a story of mishandled
twice.”
statistics. According to the
Security on Campus website,
located at www.soconline.org,
Jakobsen reported that she was sexually harassed by a
teacher. The university didn’t include sexual harassment in
its monthly crime statistics. Moorhead University hid the
statistics under the affirmative action office and privacy
concerns.
Jakobsen contends the university also failed to report
rapes and sexual assaults that had been covered in the student newspaper.
These are the same reports used to lure prospective students and money to a particular school. The crunch for students and tax dollars has turned higher education into a
shady used car salesman.
Universities try to hide campus crime by giving the
campus a new paint job with crime statistics. The same
education peddlers have a no-return policy to students that
fall for the newly painted exterior.
The amended 1998 higher education act is the first step
in getting the shyster out of higher education. The universities that take student attacks lightly will feel the heavy
hand of the government in its back pocket.
It will force universities to take real steps to improve
campus safety, and not hide their problems in statistics.
Students go to college to learn. Students don’t go to college to be attacked twice. The first by a stranger in the
night, and again by a system that disregards their victimization.
– Matt Adrian is the managing editor and weekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cumwa@pen.eiu.edu.

your turn
seems to be that the correct perspective is the one that contains the most
quotes from published and supposedly renowned figures in academia.
This seems perfectly logical to most
of us because it is the form debates
have taken in the academic world
for some time. The question I wish
to ask is this: What do we think?
This debate is about the faculty/student relationship here at EIU, not
the dynamics of the relationship
between Paulo Freire and some
Brazilian peasants, and not the
implications of Total Quality
Management on modern society.
Whether you think the poster is
right or wrong, tell us what you
think, don’t regurgitate what someone else said. The purpose of education is not to recycle previous ideas;
u s

a t

rather it is to use those ideas to
inspire your own.

Jason Panagos
senior hospitality
and business major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international
issues.
They should be less than 250
words and include the author’s name,
telephone number and address.
Students must indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate their
position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed.
Depending on space constraints,
we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible.
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Shuttle bus service a possibility
By JOE SANNER
Student government editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Fishing in the sun
Lee Conover(right), a Charleston resident, checks his fishing line,
while Tim Burns, a junior history and social sciences major, takes a
relaxing jog Monday afternoon at the campus pond. About 10 people
were fishing around the pond.

Members of Student Senate met
with Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill and President of the
Chamber of Commerce Larry
Rennels and decided to survey
Eastern students on their interest in
bringing a shuttle bus service to
campus.
“We all know there’s a major
parking problem on campus and
this could really remedy that,” said
Ruthie Rundle, vice president for
public affairs.
They discussed possible routes
and how to fund the shuttle bus service, said Rundle.
“They are extremely interested
in working out some kind of agreement to bring the shuttle service to
campus to benefit students and the
community,” she said.
They are currently compiling
questions to put on the ballot to see
if students are interested in the service and if they are willing to pay
for it, Rundle said.
She said by the end of this

We all know there’s a
major parking problem
on campus and this
could really remedy that.”

“

-Ruthie Rundle
Vice president for public
affairs

month they should have the results
to a survey that will tell them if students are interested or not.
“It will help with parking problems and in the winter when students don’t want to walk to class,”
said Melissa Girten, internal affairs
chair.
“The way we’re headed with
this is making it a campus and
community service,” Rundle said.
“We’ve been talking to area businesses to find out who potentially
could accommodate the project.”
They have been considering the
possibility of hiring existing companies in the area that already have

vehicles to accommodate the service, Rundle said.
“We’re also considering purchasing the vehicles ourselves,” she
said.
Rundle said the shuttle would be
nice when it’s cold or raining and
that students wouldn’t need to
bring cars on campus.
Students could simply buy a
punch card, which is one option
being discussed, and jump on the
shuttle to get to class, she said.
“It’s going to be cost effective,
convenient, it will help with parking problems on campus and it’s
environmentally friendly,” said
Rundle.
The idea of a shuttle service has
been proposed in the past but never
approached the way it is now, said
Rundle.
“(Eastern) President (David)
Jorns approached me with the idea
this summer,” she said. “I think he
saw it as a way to deal with the
parking issues on campus.”
Girten said the shuttle bus would
be convenient for students who
need to get to stores located in
downtown Charleston.

City Council to discuss 911, non-emergency numbers
By JAIME HODGE
Staff editor
Charleston City Council
tonight will discuss the authorization of an intergovernmental
agreement concerning the 911
and non-emergency numbers of
Coles County.
The council had previously
debated the possibility of using a
Charleston non-emergency number in order to separately handle
its emergency and non-emergency phone calls. Charleston Mayor
Dan Cougill previously had
fought this idea because he
believed the Coles County 911
Board had asked for a “blank
check” in order to pay for costs
incumbent on using intergovernmental 911 and non-emergency
service.
However, the 911 Board

reconsidered and said it would be
able to offer centralized dispatch
for both non-emergency and
emergency calls for under
$30,000, Cougill said previously.
Also scheduled to be approved
is a resolution authorizing collateralization with First Mid-Illinois
Bank and Trust.
“Essentially what we’re doing
is we’re changing from Nation’s
Bank to Mid-Illinois (Bank and
Trust),” said Bill Riebe, acting
city manager. “(First Mid-Illinois
Bank and Trust) gave us a better
deal; they offered more.”
Riebe said one of the benefits
offered by First Mid-Illinois
Bank and Trust was direct
depositing for employees.
The 1998-99 Fiscal Year
Budget will also be presented at
the meeting. Most of the items on
the budget have remained the

Breadsticks only $1.59
w/ any pizza order
Large
1 Topping
Pizza

4

$
TM

20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza

99
+tax

9

$

99

same, although costs allotted for
water and sewage have decreased
by 27.14 percent, Riebe said. A
new aerated grit chamber implemented last year is no longer
needed and will no longer require
funding. This will help save taxpayers’ dollars, he said.
The city council also will discuss the purchasing of real estate
at 2002 Hayes Ave. from Norman
and Donna Schmitt.
“We’re buying a lot ... so no
one builds on top of our water
and sewer lines. (Charleston has)
water and sewer lines that run
through the property,” Riebe said.
City council will also discuss
authorizing the city of
Charleston’s participation in a
single-family housing program.
“We’re the program administrator,” Riebe said. “The city will
administrate the funds ... for giv-

QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489

+tax

* Tuesday Specials *
Cheesesticks sm $4
med $5 Lrg $6

able loans to low income families
for the rehabilitation of single
family owner-occupied residences.”
Also up for discussion is the
lease renewal with Mike Sullivan
of Consolidated Services, Inc.
Sullivan currently leases office
space on the second floor of the
City Municipal Building, 520
Jackson Ave.
“They’ve been here for an
extremely long time, and it’s
worked real well for them and
the city,” Riebe said.
Also on the agenda are the:
■ lease renewal of the Island
Tract with David and Mary
Durham and Judith Immel.
The new lease for the
Durhams will end on October 21,
2009, and the new lease for
Immel will end on August 19,
2009.

■ Bid approval of 6 inch and 8
inch water piping.
The piping will be used for a
water distribution replacement
project that will take place over
the summer and was started
Monday, Riebe said.
■ Expenditures of $750 for the
Fox Ridge Runner Classic, an
annual race at Fox Ridge State
Park.
Riebe said the city allots funds
for the race in order to bring
more people into the area.
■ Closing of streets for the annual Friendly City Five foot race,
which will be held on May 16.
■ A raffle permit for the Eastern
Illinois University Student
Athletic Trainers Club, the
Eastern Illinois Tinplate
Association and Trojan Booster
Club.

Friends
We got wings!
&Co
Hot wings only 25¢ each
$2 Import
Bottles

EVERY TUESDAY!

served with ranch dressing
(regularly, basket of six for $3.00)

KITCHEN IS OPEN!
+tax

monday-thursday 7pm-11pm • friday-saturday 5pm-11pm

UB Presents:

FLIX Tour Independent Film Series

“A Better Place”
Come meet the director

Vincent Pereira
One of the top movies from the Sundance Film Festival.

Thursday, April 9
7pm Lumpkin Auditorium
$2 Students $4 General Public
for more info 581-5117

Congratulations to the new

Brothers of
D elta Sigma Pi
Tracy Anderson
Jeni Aussem
Nicki Bartak
Rob Bernard
Gina Davy
Jason Friend
Stephanie Hilliard
Staci Leon
T im Lowry
Nancy Mercadante
Cassie Moeller

Michelle Nardi
Karyn Power
Megan Schrader
T im Schwartz
Michael Scoufek
Adrienne Sponsler
Jackie Stelter
Mike Tatum
Meghan Trizil
David W illiams
Brandi Young

$3.00 Domestic
Pitchers
$2.00 Burgers
& Fries
345-4977
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Craft Depot Day to feature Speaker to discuss money
sales and demonstrations
By SONYA HARRIS
Staff writer

By AMY THON
Campus editor
The Craft Depot is sponsoring a Craft
Depot Day to increase awareness of its
products and services.
The Craft Depot will have demonstrations, drawings and sales beginning at 10
a.m. Wednesday and continuing until 5:30
p.m. The Craft Depot is located on the lower
level in the west wing of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
“We hope to have stained glass, wheelthrown pottery, hemp jewelry and candle
making (demonstrations),” said Jon Crask,
arts and crafts coordinator for the Union.
Crask said they may also have Easter egg
coloring demonstrations.
Craft Depot Day is held each semester
and Crask said it has been very successful in
the past, with the most successful day held
in the fall 1997 semester.
He said many students don’t know what
is available in the depot so the day helps

increase their visibility.
“People just don’t know this place is
here,” Crask said.
The Craft Depot is also involved with
other organizations and events on campus.
Crask said the Craft Depot employees do
face-painting for events such as Celebration
and Family Weekend.
He said Craft Depot Day will be held
during Family Weekend next fall.
The Craft Depot benefits from the day
with increased sales on the day and in the
future.food and beverages will be available
in the Craft Depot.
Ten and five dollar gift certificates along
with $3 worth of free laminating will be raffled off.
Beaded jewelry, tie-dyed shirts, candles
and beads will be for sale.
Crask said there also will be a sale on
matte board and beads.
He said the furniture and display cases
have recently been rearranged to accommodate shoppers in the Craft Depot.

The political science department
tonight will host a well-known expert
on the role of money in Illinois’ politics.
Kent Redfield, professor of political
studies and associate director of the
Illinois Legislative Studies Center of
the University of Illinois at Springfield,
will speak at 7 p.m. in the Coleman
Hall Auditorium.
He will present his speech titled
“Money and Politics in Illinois:
Problems and Prospects of Campaign
Finance Reform.”
Richard Wandling, chair of the political science department, said the idea
of having a speaker is new for the
department.
“We were confident about the topic
Redfield specializes in,” Wandling said.
“We hope this will attract a broad audience beyond just political scientists.”
Redfield does research in three
major areas: state legislature, political

party leadership and interest groups,
Wandling said.
“We hope to develop this as a
department and this will be beneficial
to students, faculty and the entire university,” he said. “What attracted us to
him was his involvement in one of our
states’ most important issues – campaign funding reform.”
“Working with modern high profile,
Illinois politicians makes a statement
about the issue itself,” Wandling said.
Redfield also served as research
director of the Illinois campaign
finance Task Force in 1995 and 1996.
The task force he served on consisted of former U.S. Senator Paul Simon
and former Illinois Gov. William
Stratton.
They both served as co-chairs during
this time, according to a university
press release.
A question and answer session will
immediately follow the presentation.
The speech is free and open to the public.

Scholarship designed for juniors
The Hobart Heller Scholarship
is designed to recognize junior students who have given a significant
amount of service to the university
community.
Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs, said students
who have shown distinguished
university service work in their
first three years are eligible for the
award.
“It is really a nice award to
win,” Hencken said.
Students must be nominated by
a representative of the university
community for the scholarship.
Nominations can be given by
fraternities, sororities, residence

halls, academic departments, individual faculty members or other
recognizable organizations for a
student, Hencken said.
Hencken said the scholarship is
about $1,200 for next year, but the
amount varies year to year. Last
year $1,000 was given.
Students will fill out the scholarship application, but a letter
from the person or persons who
nominated them must accompany
it, Hencken said.
Applications can be picked up
in the student affairs office by
either the person nominating the
student or the student. The deadline to apply is April 21.
A committee of five people,
with Hencken as the chair, will
decide the winner of the scholar-

ship. Other committee members
are a representative of the vice
president for academic affairs
office and representatives from
Eastern’s Alumni Association.
Hencken said the committee
will meet April 28 to select the
award recipient and shortly after
their meeting an announcement
will be made.
“We try to inform that person
that afternoon or sometime the
next morning,” Hencken said.
The scholarship was started in
1968 by Hobart Heller, former
vice president of academic affairs
at Eastern.
Last year’s winner of the scholarship, Amanda Davis, an English
major, said not enough people
really know about this scholarship.

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Strike a pose
Bev Cruse(right), a photographer of Media Services in Eastern, takes
a picture of Christine Moore(left), a junior speech pathology major,
and Amy Frankeberger, a junior physical education major Monday.

345-7849
(STIX)

1412 4th St.
Charleston

DRINK SPECIALS- NO COVER
16 OZ. DOMESTIC DRAFTS.............. $1.50
Panther Club Sandwich.................. $4.50
Pulled Pork Sandwich..................... $3.25
Express Lunch Menu Available
TUESDAY DINNER SPECIAL
Chicken Fajita Wrap w/ side salad.....$4.50
• Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits

• Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits •

• Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits •

• Top 40 Hits • Top 40 Hits •
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Poet’s work reflects memories Tobacco industry loses
By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
A featured poet, Patricia
McNair will share her theories
about nature, family and memories tonight at the Dudley
House.
The open poetry reading will
be held today at 7:30 p.m. at
The Dudley House, located at
895 Seventh St.
McNair said students will
hear a collection of her own personal poetry and works from the
late Theodore Roethke, a con-

temporary poet that has won
numerous prestigious literary
awards.
Nann Henning, director of literature at The Coles County
Arts Council, said she heard of
McNair’s poetry from her son,
Kip McGilliard, an Eastern
zoology professor.
She said McNair will read for
about 15 to 20 minutes.
Other local poets also will
have an opportunity to read their
works as well.
“It is good to hear how other
poets in town are,” McNair said.

McNair is the author of a
book
titled “Tossing the
Pebble,” to be released in late
April.
The book is a compilation of
some of her previous works
Henning said that since April
is National Poetry Month, all
poets and poetry enthusiasts are
welcome.
An open mic will be held
afterwards for guests to share
their thoughts and concepts of
poetry. The open poetry reading is sponsored by the Coles
County Arts Council.

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - After
a three-year fight, the plaintiffs in
Minnesota’s tobacco trial on
Monday finally got their hands
on 39,000 of the industry’s most
closely guarded papers.
Just hours after the U.S.
Supreme Court refused to block
the handover of the documents,
attorneys for the plaintiffs began
sifting through them for material
that could bolster their case.
Meanwhile, in Washington,
U.S. Rep. Tom Bliley, R-Va., said
he would begin proceedings to
hold the industry in contempt of

Congress if the documents are
not made available immediately
to lawmakers working on a
national settlement with the
tobacco industry.
Monday’s order meant all the
documents - totaling some
200,000 pages - must be surrendered to lawyers for Minnesota
and Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Minnesota. The state and the
insurance company are suing
cigarette makers to recover $1.77
billion spent to treat smokingrelated illnesses. They also are
seeking punitive damages.

13-year-old claims abuse Pictures cause Mars to lose ‘face’
NEW YORK (AP)- One of
the two boys accused in the
schoolyard ambush in Arkansas
said he had been repeatedly sexually molested when he was a
younger boy in Minnesota,
according to his father and his
attorney.
Thirteen-year-old Mitchell
Johnson said he was abused
when he was 6 and 7 years old,
his attorney, Tom Furth, said in
an interview recorded for broadcast Monday night on ABC
News’ “20/20.”
Mitchell and Drew Golden,
11, face five counts of murder
and 10 counts of first-degree
battery each in the March 24
shooting outside a middle
school in Jonesboro, Ark. Four
students and a teacher were
killed.
In a transcript of the interview, Furth and Mitchell’s
father, Scott Johnson, described

Mitchell as angry about the
abuse and remorseful about the
shootings. They said he has
received death threats.
Johnson said he only learned
last week about his son’s
alleged abuse, two days before
the Sunday interview. The
attacker was “a family member
of the day care where he was
placed,” Johnson said.
At that age, Mitchell lived in
Grand Meadow, Minn., a small
town about 95 miles south of
Minneapolis. His parents
divorced and he later moved to
Jonesboro with his mother.
“Mitchell Johnson is very
angry about some things that
have happened to him in his
past,” Furth said. “And he’s 13
years old, and he doesn’t know
how to handle some of these
things and he doesn’t know how
to cope with some of these
things.”

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - The
“Mars Face” got its picture
snapped for the first time in two
decades and guess what?
It’s a face-off.
The formation in the image
beamed back to Earth from the
Mars Global Surveyor and
released Monday looks like everything from a sandal print to a
stuffed chili pepper - everything,
that is, but a face.
“It’s a butte, a mesa, a knob,”
said Michael Ravine, advanced
projects manager at Malin Space
Science Systems in San Diego,
which operates Surveyor’s camera.
The “Face” was photographed
more than 20 years ago and has
taken on a life of its own since
images of the shadowy, gapemouthed visage were popularized.
While mainstream scientists say
the image is a trick of light and
shadow on natural features, believers say it may be part of an
ancient city on Mars.

But under the scrutiny of the
modern camera, the gape-mouthed
“Face” with empty eye sockets
seen in images from a 1976 Viking
mission is gone.
“Nothing jumps out at me and
screams, ‘This must have been
built by the forces of intelligence,’” Ravine said.
The chief proponent of the
“Face” view quickly charged that
too much data had been stripped
from the image in enhancing it and
the result was of too poor quality
to draw any conclusions.
“It’s like looking at a TV with a
bunch of snow on it,” said
Richard Hoaglund. “There’s all
kinds of random speckles. The
damn thing is as noisy as hell.”
Hoaglund describes himself as
principle investigator for The
Enterprise Mission, a New
Mexico-based research and NASA
watchdog group.
Others were certain the new
images only showed natural fea-

tures.
“It’s noisy, but it’s not that bad,”
said Michael Carr, a geologist with
the U.S. Geological Survey in
Menlo Park.
The area photographed is in a
transition zone between an old
cratered area and newer low-lying
northern plains. Knobs of rock
from the older formations poke up
in the plains and this is one of
them, Carr said.
“It’s a natural formation,” he
said. “I hope this has scotched this
thing for good.”
Surveyor turned its camera on
the Cydonia region early Sunday
because of public interest in the
Viking “Face” images, which
showed the formation lit from the
west. When Global Surveyor
passed over, the light at 10 a.m.
local time on a wintry Mars day
came from the southeast.
Ravine said he would have been
overjoyed to find signs of intelligent life on Mars.
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CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBSEarn to $2 ,000/mo . Free world
travel (Europe , Caribbean , etc.)
plus food/lodging. Cal l: (919 )
933- 1939, ext. C221 .
4/27
=B-=E-:-A-::C:-:-H.,.---::R:-::E:-:S::-:O""'R=-T=-J:-::0::-:B::-S::- PIus
Forests , National Parks , Dude
Ranches , Rafting Companies .
Nationwide summer openings .
Call (919) 933-1939, ext. R221 .
4/27

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLO YMENT- Earn to $3 ,000+/mo . in
fisheries , parks, resorts , Airfare !
Food/Lodging often provided !
Call (919)933-1939 , ext. A221 .
4/27

VERY NICE 5 BEDROOM houses available for 98 -99 school
year, clean and updated. Call
now to see 345-5088 . 9 a.m. - 5
p.m.
5/4

NEW LISTING . HOUSE FOR 5
OR 6 GIRLS AVAILABLE IN
AUGUST. Remodeled, ideal location . Parking. No Pets. Call 3457286 .
5/4

GROWN ! NEW ENTRY LEVEL
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
for caring, dedicated people interested in more than just a job .
Starting salaries from $6 .30/hr to
$8 .00/hr, excel. bene. for ft. inclu .
Life , Health , Dental lnsur. and
401 K plan. Openings include
habilitation , dietary maintenance,
housekeeping , laundry and activities. Please apply at 738 18th st.
Charleston. Accepting resumes
for qualified mental retardation
professional. We are looking for
an honest, loyal & organized individual with excellent problem
solving skills. Bachelors Degree
in Human Service Related Field
required . Salary $20 , 000 to
28 ,100 yr, incl. health , life, dental ,
disability insur. and 401 K plan .
Send resume to P.O. Box 738
Charleston Illinois 61920.
___________________.4/7

MENTS . Now leasing for Fall 98.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 3452231 .
5/4

June 1st. No pets. $500/mo. 3457286 .
5/4

FURNISHED APTS FOR 3 PEOPLE . $215 each . Free parking ,
pool , central air. Great location .
345-6000
5/4
3::-:-::R:-::0:-:0:-:-M-:-:S::--:-1N-,-;:::R=Ec:-cN=TA.,..L:--,H:-:=Oc-:--:USE.
Close to campus. Share utilities.
$200 a month . Dan 348-6782 for
summer or fall.
4/6
=EF=F=I-=C-:-::1E'"'N.,.,C Y A~PT=.-:-L-::O:-:C::-:A:-::T~E=o AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR. FULLY FURNISHED. AVAILABLE JUNE 15.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5 :30
CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.
________________4/1 0

2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED .
SUMMER/INTERSESSION furnished , 2 bedroom, close to campus, $210/mo. Call 348-6652.
4/10
7
1 -=sc:-u=B-:-L=Es=s=o=R=-=F=-=o=R~S::-:U:-:-:-MMER.
Furnished apt , ale , balcony,
across from campus . Rent neg .
348-8734.
4/7
:-:N-:-:1C""'E=-L=-A~R=G-=E:--:::2:-:---:::B:-::E:-::D::-:R::-O=-o M
APARTMENT Rent from May 15August 15. 1-2 people needed .
$200/ month/person . 345-1429
Ask for Rick or Jeane .
4/7
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mer break. Office clerical jobs .
Earn $$$$ $. Gain experience .
Call Today 's Temporary Chicago
312-558-1582. Des Plaines 847699-3010. Schaumburg 847-2409411. www.today 's.com
4/8
~M~
Y~R~T~L-=E~B=--=E7
A~C7
H~s=-c=-~AND

ORLANDO FL Spend your summer running the fun at exciting
resort loca t ions ! Recreation
assistants , child ren counselors
and front desk positions ava ilable . Fully furnished housing ,
$300 monthly stipend . Call 888699- 1042.

:-7:-:--=--:-:-:-:-:-:==-=---:--....,.---·418
HELP WANTED : To do laundry
and misc . tasks $5/50/hr year
round flexible hours. 348-1210.
4/8

C~07
M:-::E:--::S-=E-=E~H~O-:-:W:-:--:-W~E~HAVE

Services Offered

=F=E~M~A7
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house hold duties , small apt.
Own transportation . 348-1550 w/
name, number, available hours.
4/7
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A ~LA~S~KA~S~U~M~M-=E-=R:-:-E=-M~P~LO Y -

MENT- Fishing industry. Excellent
student earn i ngs & benefits
potential (up to $2 ,850+/mo
+room/board) . Ask us how! 517324-3117 ext.A57381.
4/27
::::C-;;O'"'"L7L-;:::E-;;G;-;:E:-;:::P-;::;R-;;O:-;:::P7A-:-=IN-;-:T;:-;E=-;::;R S is
now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in
your home town. $6-10 an hour.
Call1-888-277-9787.
5/4
-=-c-:-A-:-M-:-:P::--::S:-::T::--:A--=F=-=F=--~M--:-:-:-1N-:-:N-:-E=-s=-=-o:TA.
Energetic and caring individuals
for positive camp community.
Leaders for backpacking trips to
to PNW and Canadian Rockies.
Counselors to teach traditional
camp activities: canoe , bdsail ,
sail , wski , gym , horseback, climb
and blacksmithing. Videographer,
cooks , supervisors , swim and
waterfront director. Experience
the most rewarding summer of
your life . Thunderbird 314-5673167.
4/10
=B-=R~IA:-:N..,.-' S~P=-L-A~C=-=E~N~IG~H=T~CLUB
7

AND SPORTS BAR-Help wanted .
Various pos itions . Waitresses
earn $5.15 per hour, Apply in person . 2100 Broadway Mattoon .
234-4151 .
4/10
A..,.....,.dv_e_rt,..,.is-e-:-!-A=-d~v-e....,.rtl:. s-e!:--:-A--,.dv-e-.,.rtise !
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News Classified Section.
Place your ads in Buzzard today.
________________ 00/HA

SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30/mo . West Route 16
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4

Make Money
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars . No experience
required . Free information packet. Call410-347-1475.
5/4
W:-:-,-:-1N,..,.-A':"""":B""'I~G--::'S-=c~R:-::E:-::E="'N7-::T"'"V.,....O R
MAID
SERVICE
FOR
A
SEMESTER while raising money
for your student organization .
Earn
up
to
$ 5 .00
per
Visa/MasterCard application . The
1st 50 groups to complete the
fundraiser receive FREE MOVIE
PASSES! Call for details. 1-800932-0528 X 75.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8

For Rent
CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG . 2
BDRM furnished apts, Free parking laundry room , central air. 3456000.
5/4
A-:-:V.-:-'A::-:I:-LA:-:B::-:L-=E=-=Fo=R--=F::-:A-:-L~L--=9:-::8-.=TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
FREE PARKING. POOL. GREAT
LOCATION . 345-6000.
5/4
R=--=o--=o=-=M-=--=s--=F--:::0:-::R::--::R::-E=:-:N-=T~
- W~o-men

only. Inter. Summer sess ions .
Large house fully furn . 1 blk from
Union . Central A/C . $220 mo .
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4

:-:M-=C-A~R=T::-:H:-:U-=R~/M-:-A-:-:-:N~O~R=-A~PA~RT-

7

V:-:=E=R:-:
Y-:N-:-I~C-=E~1-::B:-::D:-::R:-::M-:-.~f=-u-rn is-,-hed ,

close to campus bungalow for 2
people. $235/pp. 12 month lease,
no pets. Call 345-3148
5/4
3::---:&:-:--:-4-::B:-:E::-:D""'R=-o~0 M.,.--,-H:-::O""'U S=-E=s &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621
5/4
O~N-=E=---=B:-::E:-::D::-::R""'o=--=0 M:---:-U-:-::N-:-:F::-:-U RNISHED. All utilities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
5/4
7

7

=DE=L~U~X~E~2~B=ED=-R=o=o~M~A=-=P~T~FOR

QUIET OLDER STUDENTS .
Close to campus. No pets, smoking , or parties. Rent $200 each .
348-0979.
4/7
,..,.No=w:-:-:-:R:::-:E=-:N-,;;T""IN:-:-G=:-::F"'O"'R--:F::-:A-:-L~L"7"1.& 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. Call
348-1826 .
4/7
2=---=B""E"'D:-::R::-:0::-:0:::-M::-:---:F="'U~R=-N:-:-:-::1s=H ED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO pets. 345-7286.
5/4
:::-FA:-:--cLL:--4:--:B::-:E=-o=R-:::0-::0:-:M-:--, -::2:---;--b.at h
house, $170 per person . Summer
1 bedroom apartment. 348-5032 .
4/8
2;::--;:B:-;:Ro--;--ho_u_s_e~f;-o-r=2. =c.,-lo_s_e_
, c--:h-eap.
345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood ,
Broker.
4/10
=-Fo:::-R;::;-;-L-;:::E:-:-A=s=E-::F:-::0;-;:R;-;:::-FA;;-:L-,-L-,O=F '982 , 3 , and 6 bedroom houses .
346-3583.
4/7
5;:-;-;
X-::1-:::0-;;S"'U;-;-M'"'"M-;-;:E:-;:R::-:S""T;:-;O""'R""'A::-:G""'E..
=-$25
monthly. Treasure Island 620
West State. 345-3741
4/17
J-:-U-:-N-:-E=---=1-=s-=T~O=-R=--=A-:-U:-:G::-:-U-:-:S=-=T=---:--::1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished
apt. for 2-4 people . 12 month
lease . 1017 Woodlawn 3487746 .
5/4
S;:::-:-;U~M'"'"M-:-:E::-:R::::--:M-:-:17
N:-;-I-::S:-:T::-:O::-:R:::-A7-:::G-=E as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
5/4
=Fo7-::R~R-=E~N~T~L~A~R~G~E=-3~B~ED-

ROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT for fall semester. Call 3453664 after 4 p.m.
4/8
~LA~R=-G==E-::2~B=E~D~R-=o~O~M~A-=P~ART -

MENT WITH ALL UTILITIES
PAID FOR 2-3 GIRLS. CALL 3453100 BETWEEN 4-9 P.M .
4/10
~1.~2. ~&~3~B~E~D~R~o=-=o~M:-:-:-A~PART-

MENTS still available . Call
Oldtowne Management . 3456533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/4
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Classified Ad Form
Name:

7

Add ress: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Expiration code (office use only) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ ___
no. words/days
Payme nt:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ ___

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

4/17

7
7
A
V:-:A7:71L~A-::B:-:-L-::E~J:-:U-:-N:-::E:- ~5~b-ed
room

house 1/2 block from Old Main . 2
baths , trash pa id . 12 month
lease, no pets. 348-7746.
5/4
2=---=B=E~o-=R-;;0,.-;0:-:M-:---:-:U-:::P-:::S~T~AI.RS
APARTMENT LOCATED AT 208
1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED
CARPETED , GOOD QUIET
LOCATION . CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 . CALL 345-9462 ,
ASK FOR LARRY.
4/10
:-LA.,..,R=-G=E-4.,.---::B-::R:--::--:U-=P-=s-=TA-:-:-::1R~S~A PT.
202 1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED , CARPETED A/C .
LARGE BATHROOM WITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS .
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-7522 . AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY.
4/10
7

1-=B-=E-=o-=R-=o-=o~M~F:-:U~R;;-:N~
I S~H~E~DAPT

FOR 1 STUDENT 3 blocks from
campus. 175/mo. 345-3657 after
6:00 .
4/10
HOUSE . Near campus . $485
total. Also 2 bedroom apartment
with utilities $350 total. 345-4487 ,
leave message .
4/8
.,...3~B-=E:-::D:-::R::--:0~0=-=-=M---:F=-:-U-:-:R=-:N:-:-:-::1S,..,...,H ED
HOUSE 3 blocks from campus
for 3 students. $155/mo ea. 3453657 , after 6:00.
_________________4/1 0
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BLACK STUDENT UNION "Four of the Yard". Nomination s for Spring
elections will be held tod ay at 6 p.m. sharp in Carman Hall . All are welcom e!
KAPPA ALPHA PSI Kappa Kabaret '98 is coming soon! April 20-27 ,
invite your friends down !
PHI GAMMA NU Active meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 127.
IFC meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Tuscola/Arcola room. Executive
meeting at 5 p.m.
BAPTI ST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES Tuesday Night Bible Study at 6
p.m. in the Shellbyville room of the Union. All are welcome to attend!
MTEA Adopt "A" Student. The van for Adopt A Student will leave at
2:45 p.m. all particip ants must be ready to leave from in front of
Buzzard .
PHI SIGMA PI Chapte r meeting today at 7:3 0 p .m . in t he
Charleston/Mattoon room.
E.A.R.T. H. meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in the Greenup room.
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE meeting tod ay at 9:30 p.m. in the
Tuscola/Arcola room.
CI RCLE K meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Oakland room of the Union.
Come and see our new president in action!
SIS Presentational meeting today at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall127 .
NEWMAN CATHOLI C CENTER Mass toda y at 12 :05 p.m. in the
Newman Chapel. Newman Chapel is located on the corne r of 9th and
Lincoln Ave.
MINO RIT Y TODAY & NABJ meeti ng today at 6 :30 p.m. in the
Newsroom. All members must attend! NABJ meeting will follow the
one for Minority Today.
ACEI Executive meeting today at 7 p.m. in the usual meeting room in
BB . Don't forget to bring exec. applications !

f:"."il

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ON LY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern Ne ws offi ce by noon ONE BUS INESS DAY BEFOR E DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Fri day,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips subm itted AFTER DEADLIN E WILL NOT
be published . No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be edited for
available space.
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=FE=M::-:7A~LE=-=s~U-:-::B~L-=E=s-=s-=o:-::R:--;-:-::NEED-

ED : Su ' 98 . Royal Heights
$190/mo . Central Air, dishwasher,
fully furnished . Call 348-5272 .
4/10
=s:-:U:-:M7CM~E=R:-:-S""U'""B=cL--:E=-:S::-::S::-::O::-::R=--:7.:NE EOED For large one bedroom apt.
dishwasher/washer/dryer included . Rent negotiable . Call 3486220.
________________4/17

39 -Actos~ :<3

Pi!'"loc&:iu

:fiji

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SU 98 . Rent $190 , good
location. Call 348-8002.
4/8
::-:-N-;-;
1C""'E=--:1-;:::B-::::D-;::;Rc;-M~A-;;P:-:A-=R:-::;T'"'"M=E NT
available intersession & summer.
$285 OBO . 345-7286 .
4/10
.,..1-=F=E~M:-:A.,-,LE;:::-;:S:;-U;;::;B:;-L;:::-ES""s=-o:::-:R:::-:-;-;NEEDED SU '98 Own room $215/mo .
with utilities. Call 348-6297.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/7
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Sublessors
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=s~U~B L=E-=s-=s-=o:-::R:-:S~N=E=E=-=D~E=-=D~FOR

SUMMER AND INTERSESSION!
RENT NEGOTIABLE FOR
GREAT APARTMENT, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS! CALL 345-6445.
4/10

=Fo==R~F=-:A:-:L~L-:~3~B=-E=o~ROOM

A

~!OO"'.c-.Ra

Phone : - - - - - - - - - -Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run _______________

HOUSE , Two baths , partly furnished , two blocks from Old
Main . Call 345-5088 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
5/4
=s:-:HA7:::-R=P,-F=cR=-E=-s=-H,..,., Q~U::-:1E::::T~d-uplex
for 2. Real close to campus. 3454489. C21 Wood , Jim Wood ,
Broker.
4/10
G;::::--;::R:-:A'"'D::--::S:-::T'"'U-:-:0::-E~N-=T'""S:--o-r-m-ature
quiet upperclassmen . 2 BR apts
for 2. 345-4489. C21 Wood , Jim
Wood , broker.
5/1
7
A
P:::-A::-::R""T::::M-:cE::-:N:-::T:::-:S~2-=o=R-::3:-B=-R=-o-n 3rd
St. Furnished . 10 mo lease. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS . Call 3453100 between 4-9 p.m.

31 Limm 1!:0I~t s
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V~E=R:-:Y~N7.1-=c-=E~F=I~V~E=-B=E=o==R=ooM

:sa ::lsil '-'P

~~ (a~w :r'li! .

Check number

nished apt . quiet location . For
more information call 345-5088, 9
a.m . to 5 p.m.
5/4
:-:N-:-:1C""'E=--:U-:-:N:-:-:-::1Q::--:U-.,E=-1:---::B:-::E:-::D~R=-o=-o M
APT, furnished for two , two
blocks from campus . For more
details call 345-5088 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
5/4
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20 cents per word first day ad ru ns . 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Stud ents with va lid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance.
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The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Tiger Woods makes masterly return to Augusta
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - Tiger Woods
returned to Augusta National Golf Club the
way he left it a year ago - in a class by himself.
For the first three years that Woods came
to the Masters, Butch Harmon made certain
his star pupil played practice rounds with
former champions. On Monday, Woods
came to Augusta as one of those former

FIRST

champions and fittingly played his practice
round alone.
It was symbolic of the way Woods finished last year at the Masters - 12 strokes
ahead of his nearest competitor. And if the
strain of trying to join Jack Nicklaus and
Nick Faldo as the only men to win consecutive Masters was weighing on Woods, he
didn’t show it.

On No. 9, his caddie Mike “Fluff” Cowan placed the flagstick on the green in front
of the hole - never looking back at Woods but Woods went ahead and putted over the
stick, almost making the putt as both men
laughed.
Later, Woods tried a putt with so much
break it was like a trick-shot clinic as he
putted the 35-footer almost away from the

hole and then smiled broadly when the
gallery broke into applause as the ball
stopped just inches from the cup.
Woods was so comfortable on Monday it
was as if he had come home - and maybe he
had. That level of comfort was certainly no
accident. His victory last year was a tribute
to Woods’ ability, but it was also a tribute to
Harmon’s game plan.

Eastern won the 4x400 relay, the last race
for the women contested at the Big Blue
Classic.
Distance runners, Hults and Conrad ran
together for most of the 1500-meter run finishing only fractions of a second apart.
“I think I ran pretty good and it was nice
in the 1500 to run with Cristen (Conrad),”
Hults said. “We talked together during the
race and it was nice to come in with a personal best time and with her.”
Arinyanontakoon has been a team person
and a real competitor, head coach John Craft
said.
“She has a great work ethic and has made
a great deal of improvement in the past two
weeks,” he said.
Blank, a sprinter, has contributed to the

team a great deal this season, Craft said.
“(Blank) has improved in the last two
weeks and has come into her own,” he said.
“She is competing the way she should have
all along.”
Conrad, a two sport competitor, has been
a real joy to work with, Craft said.
“She is busy all-year round with cross
country in the fall, she is a leader that leads
by example and has done an excellent job for
us,” he said.
Bodden, a transfer student, became the
first women’s pole vaulter in Eastern’s history.
“Alethea, has found her niche in the vault
and it has brought her to life,” Craft said. “It
is unfortunate that it is not an event contested
at the conference meet .”

The distance runners received a boost this
season with the progress of Hults, Craft said.
“Kathy’s progress and improvement over
this year has been great and she puts a lot of
effort in and has matured as a runner,” he
said.
Adversity is the key word for Waters, a
high jumper who has battled back from a car
accident a few year ago and has shown excellent progress according to Craft.
“Dee had a great week of jumping in
practice last week,” Craft said. “She has
been game, but to go out and compete in
considerable pain, but (she) is determined to
make this year her best.”
With the season ending on May 16, Craft
said it will be hard to replace the experience
the seniors possess.

from page 12

also marked the last home meet at Eastern
for the women’s track and field seniors, Gina
Arinyanontakoon, Jenny Blank, Alethea
Bodden, Cristen Conrad, Kathy Hults and
Dee Waters.
The only running and throwing they will
be doing at O’Brien Stadium will be done in
practice in preparation for the remainder of
the season.
“It feels kind of sad knowing that I won’t
be running there (O’Brien Stadium) for the
first time in eight years,” Arinyanontakoon
said referring to competing in the high school
state finals and collegiate races on Eastern’s
track.
“I was telling Cristen (Conrad) before the
4x400 relay, it was our last meet here and we
have to go out with a bang,” she said.

NHL leaders starting to plummet at the wrong time of season
By The Associated Press
The Colorado Avalanche and
Da-llas Stars sure picked a bad
time to slump. The New Jersey
Devils and Pittsburgh Penguins,
the other two division leaders, are
also struggling.
This is not how all four teams
want to approach the playoffs,
which start in two weeks. And
things have gone especially sour
for Colorado and Dallas.

The Daily Eastern News

The Pacific Division-leading
Avalanche had lost four straight,
and the Central Division-leading
Stars were 1-5-1 entering Monday night.
“We have to be concerned
about momentum this close to the
playoffs,” Colorado’s Joe Sakic
said after Saturday’s 4-1 loss in
St. Louis. “Our next game is a
home game (against Los Angeles
on Monday night), and we’ll

have to build something off that.”
Colorado has scored just three
goals in the four-game slump, the
longest for the Avalanche since
they moved from Quebec to
Colorado in 1995.
Even so, the Avalanche (37-2416) led Los Angeles by 11 points
in the Pacific Division following
the Kings’ 3-2 loss at
Washington on Saturday.
Colorado can take some con-

solation in that leading scorer
Peter Forsberg is still out of the
lineup with a groin injury, and
Sakic recently returned to the
lineup after a knee injury during
the Olympics.
As for Dallas coach Ken
Hitchcock, he’s worried.
“I am really concerned. I think
we all are,” Hitchcock said following Saturday night’s 5-3 loss
at Vancouver. “I think it is a bad

time to give up what we are giving. We are giving up far too
many chances.”
Detroit’s 3-2 victory over
Chicago on Saturday moved the
Red Wings into a virtual tie with
Dallas at the top of the Central,
with 97 points apiece.
But the Stars (43-20-11) technically held first over Detroit (4120-15) because of more victories.
Dallas hoped to get back on track

classified advertising

Sublessors

For Sale

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED! Clean, furnished, and
close to campus. Rent negotiable! 348-6665.
________________________4/8

95 TREK 7000 Aluminum frame.
Green. Sell $400 O.B.O. 3481944.
_______________________4/10

KAPPA DELTA: Congrats on all of
the hard work we put into Greek
Week. I’m proud to be one of your
sisters. KD love, Stacie.
________________________4/6
HEATHER NOVAK OF TRISIGMA: Thank you so much for
your hard work and dedication to
make airband so wonderful! We
truly appreciate it. Love, Your airband girls.
________________________4/6

TRI-SIGMA GREEK WEEK
STEERING COMMITTEE: You
guys did a wonderful job to help
make Greek Week ‘98 a huge
success. We are so proud of you.
Love, Your sisters.
________________________4/6
TRI-SIGMA AIRBAND: You guys
put on a wonderful performance
on Thursday. We loved cheering
you on. Love, Your sisters.
________________________4/6

BEEKER KILLED THE EASTER
BUNNY.
________________________4/6
GREEK WEEK KING 98, NICE
JOB BUESTER. YOUR PIKE
BROTHERS.
________________________4/6
DEIDRA AND SARAH: Bomb
baby! Bomb Baby! Love, Pike
Airband.
________________________4/6

DEIDRA AND SARAH: We kicked
it, we licked it, stuck it, and won it.
Thanks for everything. Love, Pike
Top Gun.
________________________4/6
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ROCKY CAREY on winning
chapter president of the year, and
Mike Jerit, Top Ten Greek Men.
Your Pike Brothers are proud.
________________________4/6

Roommates
2 FEMALES FOR 98/99. Close to
campus. Newly remodeled
house. Call Alissa or Tricia 3486248.
_______________________4/10
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to live at Park Place for ‘98-’99.
Call Maria-581-5301
________________________4/7
MALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE IN
HOUSE at 9th and Lincoln for
98/99. $220/month, 10 month
lease. Paul 581-2834.
_______________________4/20

Lost & Found
FOUND: Blond lab, red collar with
no tags. Contact 348-6457 or the
pound.
________________________4/7
LOST ID HOLDER AND KEYS
on Saturday night. If found please
call 581-5248.
________________________4/9

For Sale
“89” Hyundai Excel (5 spd.) Good
condition w/ high miles. $950.
Call Brad, 5-1617.
________________________4/7
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH CONDO
DUPLEX with oversized 2 car
garage. Great location near
Mattoon country club. Central
vacuum, approximately 1500 sq
ft. Neat, clean, ready to move in.
Call 235-1910.
________________________4/7
‘93 FORD MUSTANG 47,000
miles, 4 cylinder, Power locks &
windows & cruise. 5500. 3452802.
_______________________4/10
Advertise with the D.E.N. It pays.
____________________OO/HA

Announcements
MOM’S IS THE PLACE FOR
FUNCTIONS. Free Snacks, Juice
Bar, Free Ride on Mom’s Bus.
Dave for details 345-2171 9 a.m.11 a.m.
________________________5/4
WANT A MASSAGE FROM A
PROFESSIONAL? Come and get
your free five minute massage at
the EIU Health fair on Wed. April
15th from 1-7 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.
_______________________4/14
EIU HEALTH FAIR April 15th, 1-7
p.m. in the Student Rec. Come
and be part of the first annual EIU
Health Fair! Get a personalized
exercise prescription.
________________________4/7
DOES ACUPUNCTURE REALLY
WORK? Come and talk to a professional who can answer your
questions on Wednesday, April
15th from 1-7 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.
_______________________4/10
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA would like to
invite undergraduate females with
a G.P.A. of 2.5 or higher to our
informational tonight from 7 p.m.7:45 p.m. at our Chapter house in
Greek Court. If you need a ride,
Please call Sara at 345-1526.
________________________4/7

Personals
C-CHI TUGGERS you guys
worked really hard. Congrats on
good showing. Luv a GDI.
________________________4/6
KAPPA DELTA TUGGERS:
Thank you for your dedication
and hard work. You made us
proud! Love, Your KD sisters.
________________________4/6
RIDE THE WILD BACH-MANN!!
________________________4/6

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Gottfried’s loss won’t have major affect on Murray
By MATT WILSON
Sports editor
The Alabama basketball team
has looked to the Ohio Valley
Conference to try and revitalize
its program.
Murray State basketball head
coach Mark Gottfried, who was
this past seaon’s OVC Coach of
the Year, has decided to leave
the Racer program and go back
to the school where he used to
play, Alabama.
But the coaching vacancy
was quickly filled at Murray
State and Southeast Missouri
head coach Gary Garner said he
doesn’t think the change will
affect the program.
“From what I understand they
hired the assistant (Tevester
Anderson) there,” he said.

“ T h ey ’ve
got some
great players coming
back next
year and
they did a great job recruiting.
So it looks like next year and in
the near future they’re not going
to miss a beat.”
Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels agreed with Garner.
“Since they hired an assistant
there it should not disrupt the
Murray program,” Samuels said.
“You would think they would
run the same system there and
they have a bunch of good
young players.”
Gottfried being announced as
the new head coach of the
Crimson Tide ended a search
that began with the Feb. 2 firing

“

They’ve got some great
players coming back
next year and they did a great
job recruiting. So it looks like
next year and in the near
future they’re not going to miss
a beat.”
–Gary Garner,
SEMO basketball coach
of then-Alabama head coach
David Hobbs. Gottfried received a five-year contract worth
$400,000.
Even though Murray will
have a bunch of key players
back next year, Garner said
Gottfried will be missed.
“He was a great coach and a

Mississippi basketball coach reportedly
wants Arizona State head coaching job
PHOENIX (AP) - Mississippi
coach Rob Evans met over the
weekend with Arizona State’s
athletic director and a search
committee to discuss the Sun
Devils’ head basketball coaching vacancy, two newspapers
reported Monday.
The Tribune, which serves
suburban Phoenix, and The
Arizona Republic in Phoenix
cited unidentified sources who
confirmed the meeting. The
Tribune’s sources said Evans
would get the job.

“If I’m going to move, I want
to go to the Southwest,” Evans
told The Tribune.
Utah coach Rick Majerus last
week turned down a reported $1
million per season to coach the
Sun Devils.
Bill Frieder resigned under
pressure in September and was
replaced on an interim basis by
Don Newman, who led the team
to an 18-14 record and an NIT
berth.
Evans has an 86-81 record at
Ole Miss, but his teams are 42-

16 in the past two seasons, with
back-to-back Southeastern
Conference West titles and
NCAA Tournament appearances. Evans was the SEC
Coach of the Year in 1997.
He met with ASU athletic
director Kevin White at the
Final Four.
White’s son, Michael, is a
junior guard for Mississippi.
Evans was an assistant for 15
years at Texas Tech and for two
years at Oklahoma State before
arriving at Ole Miss in 1992.

great recruiter,” he said.
Anderson had some coaching
experience before coming to
Murray. He used to be an assistant at Georgia.
This was Garner’s first year
as a head coach in the OVC, but
he thinks Anderson and him are
two totally different situations.
“It will be easier for him than
for somebody from the outside,”
Garner said. “He knows the talent level of the team and will
probably run the same offensive
and defensive plays Gottfried
ran. It’s not easy for anybody
(to be a first-year head coach in
the OVC), but it will be a
smoother transition for him than
from somebody from the outside. I would guess that’s the
main reason he got the job.”
Samuels said since the Racers

did hire Anderson as the head
coach, it will not affect the way
Eastern approaches the Murray
ball team next year.
“It might change after I get a
chance to know them, but my
initial thought is no,” he said.
The Alabama program will be
much different than the 29-4
Racer ball club which Gottfried
took to the NCAA Tournament.
Alabama ended last year one
game under .500 with a 15-16
record.
As a player at Alabama,
Gottfried averaged 10 points per
game, and helped lead the program to three straight NCAA
Sweet 16 appearances from
1985-87.
Gottfried’s three-point percentage of .485 is still the
school record.

SEC leading scorer McKie
decided to stay in school
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - BJ
McKie, the Southeastern
Conference’s leading scorer,
will return for his senior season
at South Carolina rather than
declare early for the NBA draft.
McKie announced his decision Monday, nearly four
weeks after the Gamecocks
were eliminated in the first
round of the NCAA tournament
for the second consecutive year.
“I have decided to stay at
South Carolina and I look for-

ward to getting my degree,”
said McKie, who is on track to
become the school’s all-time
leading scorer next season.
McKie averaged 18.8 points
per game as South Carolina
went 23-8 this past season, its
second consecutive 20-win
campaign. That included a 24point outing in the Gamecocks’
62-61 loss to Richmond in the
first round of the East Regional
at Washington.
The 6-foot-2 guard acknowl-

Still a lot of question marks surrounding the the NBA Playoffs
By the Associated Press
With two weeks left in the regular season, the NBA playoff picture is unsettled in many ways.
Sure, all eight Western Conference teams have been known
for weeks. And yes, the Chicago
Bulls are a lock to win the East.
But beyond that, not much is
hammered down.
There is still a race among
Chicago, Seattle and Utah for the
best record leaguewide, and
Washington, New York, Orlando
and New Jersey are competing for
the final two spots in the East.
In fights for seeding and home-

court advantage in the first and
second rounds, Phoenix is intent
on catching San Antonio, Indiana
has a chance to overtake Miami,
Cleveland can catch Atlanta and
the Hawks can pass Charlotte.
“You play the schedule - 82
games. Unbelievable things happen,” said Orlando coach Chuck
Daly, whose team dropped to 10th
place in the East, two games
behind New Jersey, by losing a
crucial game Sunday at Washington.
“Gotta believe,” Daly said of
the team’s playoff chances. “I’m
going to make them believe, start-

50 1/2 lb. Super Burger - Never Frozen

50¢
Thursday
Open
Mic Night
Sunday
Jazz Night

Mention Coupn with
call orders

348-8055 Delivery until 4am

teams in their own conference.
But for either scenario to happen, the Bulls would have to lose
at least once during their final
seven games - home matchups
with Washington, Orlando, Indiana and New York and road
games at Cleveland, Detroit and
Philadelphia.
“I’m more concerned about
who we are going to play in the
first round and how we are going
in the playoffs, whether we go
into the playoffs with momentum
or we go into the playoffs to just
show up,” Jazz coach Jerry Sloan
said. “If we don’t have everyone

playing well we won’t be there
very long.”
If the season had ended
Monday, all of the 1-8 and 2-7
matchups would look like
walkovers except for Miami-New
York.
But with losses in four of their
last five games, the Knicks suddenly find themselves at risk of
dropping out of the playoff picture altogether. Only one game
ahead of eighth-place New Jersey
in the loss column, the Knicks
have six games remaining:
Atlanta, Miami (twice), Washington, Toronto and Chicago.

Friendly Inn T aver n

Only at ZORBAS!
OFF ANY BURGER
valid 3p.m. - 8 p.m. only

ing tomorrow.”
The Magic, Wizards, Nets and
Knicks have the most at stake
now, but those with the most to
gain long term are the Bulls,
SuperSonics and Jazz.
The Bulls, on a 12-game winning streak, have a one-game lead
in the loss column on both Seattle
and Utah. Chicago must finish
one game ahead of Utah because
the Jazz own the tiebreaker
advantage.
If Chicago and Seattle finish
with the same record, the
tiebreaker would be determined
by their records against playoff

Buy a
Greek
salad&get
a gyros
free

Ashmore, IL

T i m e Wa r p T u e s d a y 9pm-1am
DJ Eric C
Music from the 80’s

Drink Specials................16oz drafts, tutors $1

NO COVER * MUST BE 21 TO ENTER*

8 miles east of Charleston 1st tavern on right hand side

12am-4am Steak & Eggs Breakfast

nd
May
May 22nd
Lantz
Lantz Gym
Gym

Alpha Gamma Delta
invites any undergraduate
females with a GPA of 2.5 or
higher to our informational
tonight from 7-7:45pm at
our Chapter House. Any
questions or need a ride
Call Sara @ 345-1526!
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POWER ADE • Coca-Cola • Cody’s Roadhouse •
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92.1 “THE PARTY” • Best stop SUPER K
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Saturday, April 18, 10:00 am
CHAMPIONS WIN CASH POT!
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$15.00 entry fee
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Women’s tennis team travels to Southeast Missouri
By MATT WILSON
Sports editor
It will be a homecoming of sorts for tennis
coach Marla Reid, as the Lady Panthers hit
the road for Ohio Valley Conference action
against Southeast Missouri.
Even though Reid, a former coach at
SEMO, does know a little bit about the
Southeast tennis team, Otahkian temporary
coach Donna Ryan said it doesn’t really give
Eastern an advantage.
“I suppose it could,” she said. “But on a
day-to-day basis it’s difficult to predict the
strengths and weaknesses of each player. I
believe once you get the two women on the
court the women will decide the match.”
The Lady Panthers are going into Cape
Girardeau with a positive attitude.
“I’m looking forward to it,” Adeline Khaw
said. “I think we’ve got a good chance we can
beat them.”
Ryan said she is expecting to see an evenly
matched contest.

HOT

“

I think it’s going to be a real
good match. It’s two teams that
seem to be matched pretty
evenly.”
–Donna Ryan,
SEMO temporary tennis coach
“I think it’s going to be a real good
match,” she said. “It’s two teams that seem to
be matched pretty evenly. If we have nice
weather it will even be a better match.”
Southeast enters the match with a record
of 3-6 overall and 2-4 in the OVC.
“We’ve been playing fine, we just had
some tough matches early on,” Ryan said.
Khaw said the two teams were pretty
evenly matched last year.
“We played them and lost to them, but
then beat them in conference,” Khaw said.
Khaw said the team has been playing better and expects to see some tough competition against the Otahkians.

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastern’s Adeline Khaw returns a ball in match a against Bradley on March 30. The Lady
Panthers will travel to Southeast Missouri for a match today.

VICTORY

from page 12

“They (Eastern) looked good at
TSU, they were playing well at
the time,” Jones said.
The Fighting Illini and the
Panthers have also played some
common opponents.
Eastern went through the Troy
State Invitational undefeated and
Illinois lost to Troy State 6-4.
Both teams have also lost to
Indiana State. Eastern fell to the
Sycamores 9-8, while Illinois fell
at Terre Haute, Ind. 12-8.
Schmitz said one of the things
Eastern cannot do is play the way
the Panthers did this past weekend against Murray State.
“We have to do what we didn’t
do this weekend,” he said. “If we
let them get a big edge early, a
confident team like them is going
to rally. If we let them get out to a
great start then all we’re doing is
digging a bigger hole.”
Illinois has a six-game win-

ning streak and
is coming off of
a weekend series where it
took a four-game sweep from
Northwestern.
Illinois scored
Jim Schmitz
30 runs in the
series, while
giving up only six.
“We have maturity,” Jones
said. “We have good pitching,
good hitting and play good
defense. We have a team that
knows how to win and they
approach every game that way.”
Even with this winning streak,
Jones is not taking the Panther
ball club lightly.
“Baseball is a weird game,” he
said. “I think the team that gets
the good pitching and timely hitting will win if the two teams are
so close to each other.”

Illinois has a 11-1 home
record, with its blemish being the
loss to Michigan.
The Illini have been swinging
some hot bats of late, as they have
a team batting average of .324.
The leader of the Illinois offense
is Craig Marquie, who has a batting average of .375. Marquie is
third on the Illini team with 22
RBI and is tied for second on the
team with five homers.
The top RBI men for Illinois
are Kevin Rudden and Danny
Rhodes, who both have 25.
Rudden has the team lead with
six home runs, while Rhodes
leads the team with 11 doubles.
The Illinois pitching staff is led
by Jason Anderson, who has a
perfect 4-0 record.
He pitched 30 innings this season, giving up 35 hits while striking out 22 walks and walked
seven.

from page 12

each put down eight kills.
Sophomore Cari Stuchly had her
best performance of the invitational, as she dished out 24 assists.
The lone loss Eastern suffered in
the tournament was a 30-28 loss to
host Southern Illinois in the first
game. Eastern came back from the
loss to defeat Southern 24-23 in the
second game of the series.
As with the Washington game,
Eastern was led by Austin with 14
kills and two blocks. Sophomore
outside hitter Meleah Cutler added
five kills, one block and one ace.
The setting position was split
between Stuchly and freshman Gen
Ramos. Stuchly came through with
13 assists and Ramos had 11
assists.
Southern finished the invitational with an even 3-3 record.
The Lady Panthers ended the
invitational with a 55-28, 51-38
win over Parkland. Hollenkamp led

“

We have some outside
hitters coming into be
middle hitters and it’s great when
we can use people in that way.”
–Betty Ralston,
Panther volleyball coach
the Lady Panther attack with 21
kills and four aces.
Two freshmen also helped
Eastern to victory. Outside hitter
Brooke Scheffler had seven kills
and five blocks and Ramos added
15 assists and three kills.
Ralston said one good thing
about the first two tournaments has
been the team work the Panthers
have shown.
“We have different people in different positions,” she said. “We
have some outside hitters coming
into be middle hitters and it’s great
when we can use people in that

Sox win home opener 5-4 Cubs improve record to 6-1 with 3-2 win
CHICAGO (AP) - Magglio
Ordonez tied the score with a sixthinning homer and singled home the
go-ahead run in the eighth Monday
as the Chicago White Sox won
their first home opener since 1992,
5-4 over the Texas Rangers.
The smallest crowd for a home
opener in 23 years, 25,358,
watched on a chilly 52-degree day
at Comiskey Park as the White Sox
overcame a 4-1 deficit.
Ordonez’s first homer of the season, a solo shot off Bobby Witt in
the sixth, tied it 4-all. With the

score 4-all in the eighth, Frank
Thomas singled and Albert Belle
doubled for only his third hit in 20
at-bats.
Robin Ventura was intentionally
walked by Roger Pavlik (0-1) to
load the bases, and Ordonez singled to center. Keith Foulke (1-0),
the third of four relievers, got the
victory and Matt Karchner got
three outs for his first save.
Texas took a 3-0 lead in the first
on a sacrifice fly by Juan Gonzalez
and RBI singles by Will Clark and
Lee Stevens.

Charleston
426 W. Lincoln

348-8282
exp 4/7/98

CHICAGO (AP) - Unlike last
year, the Chicago Cubs are happy
with their early season streak.
Pitcher Mark Clark hit a goahead single with two outs in the
sixth inning, and the Cubs won
their sixth straight Monday, 3-2
over the winless Montreal Expos.
“You can’t say, `We’re 6-1, start
buying World Series tickets.’ We’ve
got a long way to go,” closer Rod
Beck said. “You’ve got to play consistent baseball.”
Chicago played consistently bad
last season while losing its first 14

Lunch Special
1 10” Pizza 2 item
2 drinks
$5.99+tax

games, and now is an NL-best 6-1.
That’s the fastest start for the Cubs
since they began 1985 7-1.
Montreal, which purged most of its
veterans to save money, is the only
winless team in the majors at 0-6
and set a franchise record for worst
start.
“We’re not giving games away that’s one thing I can say. We’re
not,” Expos manager Felipe Alou
said.
Mark Grace added an RBI double for the Cubs, who swept a
series from an NL team for the first

Papa’s Choice
X-TRA LARGE
2 item
$10.50+tax

Tuesday at

time since Sept. 25-27, 1995, when
they took three games from St.
Louis at Wrigley Field. It was
Chicago’s first four-game sweep
since July 15-18, 1993, against
Colorado.
Grace isn’t making plans for
October either. Not yet.
“I think the All-Star break is a
pretty good time to look at things,”
Grace said. “We’re 6-1. We’ve beaten teams we need to beat. Now we
have to take this momentum into
the next series against the (New
York) Mets.”

Papa Pak
1 lg 1 topping w/breadsticks
&2 ltr Coke
additional
$11.99+ tax
toppings $1.10

AZ: Pieces of a Man
Jerry Cantrell: Boggy Depot
Do Dr Die: Headz or Tailz

“Best Deals In Town”
16 oz. Drafts
$$

1
$$ 50
50
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25¢

Goodie Mob: Still Standing
I got the Honk Up: Soundtrack

Lite, Icehouse, MGD

Plus...

Bottles
Sloppy Joes
49¢
49¢ Tacos

OPEN 8:00 P.M.

Suicide Machines: Battle Hymes
(Mighty Mighty Bosstones,

New Releases On
Sale All Week

EIU Students
W/ ID $10

Descendents, ect)
Homegrown: Soundtrack

12.98 CDs 7.98 Cassettes (Sebadoh,

DJ Spooky,
Cowboy Junkies)

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
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Sports

Final two football coaching vacancies filled
By MATT WILSON
Sports editor
The final two coaching vacancies on the Panther football team
have been filled.
Former Southern Illinois secondary coach Ron Lambert will
take over the defensive backs
position formerly held by John
Smith. Also getting a coaching
position at Eastern next year will
be former Panther Brandon Shild,
who will take over the restricted
earnings for the defensive line

position.
Lambert spent his college
playing and coaching days at
Wake Forest. He ended up at
Southern when Wake Forest’s
offensive coordinator Jan Quarles
became the head coach of the
Saluki’s.
“He coached in Division I and
played in Division I,” Panther
head coach Bob Spoo said. “He’s
played every position we expect
him to coach.”
Before going to Southern,
Lambert spent from 1993-95 at

Division II West Virginia
Wesleyan College as a secondary
coach.
Lambert was part of the Wake
Forest team that won the
Independence Bowl in 1992. He
was also a high school teammate
of former Eastern player Derrick
Lane.
Spoo said the main reason why
he chose Lambert was because of
his interview.
“He came across as a very
knowledgeable person in his
interview,” he said. “He’s an

excellent person and a very
demanding coach.”
Because Lambert has been a
coach at other Division I schools,
Spoo said he might be able to
bring something new to the
Panthers.
“He brought to the table other
ideas that we are not familiar
with,” he said. “There’s a lot out
there in the football world and we
do only what we can do. It’s
always good to get a new flow of
information.”
Spoo said another Panther

coach also had a part in getting
Lambert to Eastern.
“We made some calls about
him and (running backs coach
Brian) Jenkins knew him personally,” he said. “We did our homework and found out he was
interested.”
Shild was a Harper Community College transfer who played
on the defensive line for the
Panthers from 1992-96.
“We were looking for someone
specifically for the defensive
line,” Spoo said.

Panther baseball team travels to hot Fighting Illini team
By MATT WILSON
Sports editor
The midweek games continue for the
Eastern baseball team, as it makes a trip to
Champaign-Urbana to take on Big 10
Conference leader Illinois.
“We’re looking forward to playing
Eastern,” Illinois head coach Dick Jones
said.
The Fighting Illini are the leaders of the
Big 10 Conference with a record of 7-1.
The only conference loss Illinois has suffered this season was a 6-0 loss to
Michigan on March 28.
Illinois began the season at 2-8, but
won 16 of its last 19 games to improve its
overall record to 18-11.
“They probably couldn’t be any harder
than they are right now,” Panther head
coach Jim Schmitz said. “They are a hot
team and are hitting the ball well. They
have a lot of players with experience and
they are playing well right now.”
Jones said the major reason for the
team’s turnaround is because all parts of
the Fighting Illini’s game are starting to
come together.
“We’ve played on a regular basis and
our pitching has been sound,” he said.
“We’ve also had timely hitting and our
defense has been playing better than a few
weeks ago.”
Illinois has had a chance to see Eastern
play once this season, as both of the teams
competed in the Troy State Invitational.
See HOT page 11

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Panther sophomore shortstop David Mikes applies the tag on Murray State sophomore infielder Dan Loyd in yesterday’s 10-9 victory over the Thoroughbreds. Eastern will continue its midweek play when it faces Big 10 Conference leader Illinois at 3 p.m. today.
After starting off the season 2-8, Illinois has won 16 of its last 19 games to improve its record to 18-11.

Track teams victorious at Big Blue Volleyball team finishes
Track seniors
first at Southern Invite
run final meet

By MATT WILSON
Sports editor

By DAVID PUMP
Associate sports editor
The results from Saturday’s Big
Blue Classic are in and the
Panthers had a successful afternoon.
The men’s team won the meet
with 273 points. Western Illinois
finished in second, with 128 points;
Illinois State was in third, 104
points; University of Wiscon-sinMilwaukee, 47 points; Univer-sity
of Missouri-Kansas City and
Bradley, 9 points.
The women were triumphant
too, winning with 180 points, ISU
had 144 points for second and
Western was third with 129 points.
The UW-Milwaukee finished with
46 points, Bradley was fifth with
23 points and Missouri-Kansas
City finished with 10 points.
The win on Saturday evening
See VICTORY page 9

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Kathy Hultz, Cristen Conrad and Sue Langer lead the pack in the
1500-meter Saturday at the Big Blue Classic. Both the men and
women won the meet. This was the final meet for the senior runners.

For the second weekend in a
row, the Lady Panther volleyball team came away victorious
in a Spring tournament.
After going undefeated at
Western Illinois last weekend,
Eastern went 5-1 to come away
with the top honors at the
Southern Illinois Invitational.
“Overall we continued to use
good team work just like we did
at the Western tournament,”
Panther head coach Betty
Ralston said.
Eastern did see some stiff
competition from Washington
University, as it finished the
tournament with a 4-2 mark.
The matches used a seven or
10 minute ball-in-play clock
and were rally scoring.
Ralston said the experimental
scoring systems have given the
Panthers problems injury wise.
“Getting used to these scor-

ing systems
has given a
couple of people overuse injuries because
there’s not many breaks” she
said. “That is
thing
Sherry Austin one
we’re going to
have to bring up is the rest if
there continues to be injuries.
This is just an experimental system and the NCAA wants us to
bring in our comments.”
Eastern opened up the invitational with a 51-30, 32-28 victory over Washington. The Lady
Panthers were led by junior
middle hitter Sherry Austin who
had 13 kills and three blocks.
Also adding to the Eastern
offensive attack were freshman
outside hitter Kim Blackwell
and junior outside hitter Missy
Hollenkamp, who each put
See FIRST page 11

